SAAOL Treatment of our first 5000 atherosclerosis patients with lifestyle modification, yoga and conservative medical management who could avoid CABG/PTCA

Coronary artery disease has become an epidemic in most parts of the world and in India. Palliative and temporary treatment offered by heart hospitals is expensive, inadequate and does not remove the cause of the disease. We developed a preventive program for the CAD patients who involved in Yoga, walking, diet, stress reduction and optimum medical drug management. This program was named “SAAOL” or Science and Art of Living. We have trained heart patients and their spouses for a three-day (10 hours a day) period in a resort – where they were educated on diet, zero oil cooking (cooking without oil), Yoga, heart disease, medical management of heart disease with risk factor reduction and prescribed them a 75 minutes regimen to be followed at home. They were also prescribed modern medicines to reduce their cholesterol, triglycerides, blood pressure, blood glucose and angina. The aim was to reduce all their risk factors to the best. Most of our patients were those who were waiting for bypass surgery or angioplasty. They were followed up for a period of 5 to 15 years. We tracked 5000 of our first 10,000 patients, who stayed near our centers and available and checked their status in 2010. The results showed that 98% were doing well and living a normal life. Their risk factors were mostly under control and they could avoid CABG/PTCA. In the last five years, we have treated about 100,000 such patients in our 48 centers spread across India along with Bangladesh, Nepal.
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